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Abstract

The purpose of this research is to explain how Brazilian higher education becomes a commodity of global capitalism through a focus on institutional culture change, which transforms academic independence toward a model of corporate-sponsored applied research. Brazilian federal universities are invested in S.T.E.M. education and are instruments in the country's twenty-first century hegemonic aspirations. This national development strategy has ramifications for the humanities, fine arts, and social sciences. Applied science and public-private partnerships (PPP) have irreversibly changed the trajectory of the Brazilian public university and its relationship to global capitalism. This research examines these changes to higher education and Brasília’s broader political agenda through a critical political economy perspective.
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1. Introduction

Globalization has distorted the way in which people perceive the worth of academic mobility. In Brazil, cultural exchange is no longer appreciated as an intrinsic value to liberal learning. International academic mobility is instead seen as a national strategic interest. In the United States, international education is prioritized as tertiary export economy. NAFSA, the leading international educators association, reports that international students contributed $20 million to the US economy in 2011 [1]. Governments and universities increasingly view foreign students and scholars as valuable intellectual capital, which fosters global competition and spurs local economic development. This standpoint is increasingly true in Brazil, which regionally constitutes 5.5% of the world’s student and scholar mobility. Overall, Latin America now sends 75% of its students to North America and

2. Contextualizing Higher Education in the Brazilian Political Economy

It was only three decades ago that Brazil endured the “lost decade” of quadruple digit hyperinflation, political transition to civilian rule, and temporary currencies. Yet Brazil is noticeably experiencing one of its largest economic expansions in its five-hundred year history. Brazil experienced an unprecedented 7.5% economic growth in 2010 and, despite its slow down in 2014 to about 3% of growth, the South American giant remains the seventh largest economy in the world [4]. Brazilian demographics, however, reflect a more complicated and paradoxical picture of the country’s political economy. Brazil’s younger population (14 to 21 years of age) has been severely affected by a 17% unemployment rate, which disproportionately affects women more than men (13% of young people are unemployed and 23% of young women are without work) [5]. This labor concentration is more evident in Brazilian cities where the urbanization rate is 87%—making the country one of the most densely populated urban societies [6]. The per capita GDP in Brazil is US $11,900 and despite the high unemployment rates, the country is still ranked as the sixth largest market labor in the world [6].

Brazil is nevertheless a country of uneven development, with the highest concentrations of population, income, and infrastructure found in the southeastern cities and states. The division between the urban and rural spheres is notable, but the gap between the “haves” and “have-nots” in urban areas is demarcated even more sharply on the social landscape. The social welfare programs aimed at eradicating poverty during President Luiz Inácio da Silva’s (Lula) administration in the early 2000s raised the wages of low-income people but did little to solve the systemic problems that undermine Brazil’s collective social capital.

Public spending on primary and secondary education is still lower than in the other top ten largest economies (5% of GDP, ranked 55 in the world) [6]. The most recent attempts to integrate a heterogeneous population in more competitive and public universities and with affirmative action policies have also exposed racial and social
inequality in Brazil. According to a report published in the *ReVista: The Harvard Review of Latin America* (2012), only 14.4% of people of African descent (18 - 24 years olds) were enrolled in higher education in 2009 [7]. This finding further suggests that funding in Brazilian higher education is not only disproportionate by discipline (with S.T.E.M. fields getting higher yields) but that minorities are also not the beneficiaries of a national economic strategy focused on innovation. Academic mobility is mostly reserved for the upper middle and higher classes in Brazil.

3. The Brazilian Federal University

Brazilian higher education was crafted by the invention of the federal university system in the 1950s. Public universities have since been revered as the nation’s educational hallmark and recognized as leaders in research and innovation. In fact, the maturation of the Brazilian public university continued even during the “lost decade” of the 1980s, when the country’s quadruple-digit hyperinflation and tempestuous political transition from military dictatorship to civilian rule made daily life uncertain. The federal university system was insulated from global and national economics in the 1980s. The introduction of democracy in the late 1980s and a new currency, the *real*, in 1994 prompted further educational advancement under President Fernando Henrique Cardoso.

Cardoso, a trained sociologist and critical theorist, garnered political capital from his fellow academics for the new currency and restructuring plan called the *Plano Real*, which also fostered neoliberal expansion throughout Brazil. This political support from Brazil’s academe gave Cardoso intellectual credibility on the national stage and paved the way for another restructuring program called the Master Plan for State Reform in 1995. The “master plan” enabled Cardoso to promote public-private partnerships (PPPs) as a means of economic development. This endeavor also established a new economic rationale of efficiency in both public and private spheres. Economic efficiency was not maximized under the military dictatorship, which promoted import substitution industries (ISI) and protectionism of Brazilian industry. Cardoso’s new trajectory of PPPs matched government funds with private investment while simultaneously achieving maximum efficiency in the allocation of human resources. Cardoso’s government changed the course of the federal university and, to paraphrase Harvey (1996), served as an activist in creating a good business climate and competitor in the global political economy [8]. This adopted practice encouraged new forms of strategic planning that incorporated PPP cooperation and research in the applied sciences.

The early 1990s was a period of deliberate national economic restructuring, which ultimately placed universities on a track of irreversible reforms. Former presidents Fernando Henrique Cardoso (1995-2002), Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva (2003-2010), and the current president, Dilma Rousseff (2011-present), each began to view the Brazilian federal university as strategic driver of economic development. The set of institutional reforms implemented by the *Plano Real* created a favorable environment for PPPs to operate higher education. Cardoso defended this new approach to governance by explaining, “... in this sense, the reform of the state provides incentives for the formal rationalization of the public machine and the criteria for open competition, to the detriment of the powerful bureaucratic records” [9]. This public policy tactic in Brasília transformed the federal university system from a recursive academic culture to one centered on competitive applied research and innovation. The Brazilian federal university, in essence, became an actor in the national economy.

The notion that the federal university is an agent of innovation is substantiated by Neil Smith’s (1984) recognition of the way in which institutions adapt themselves to capitalism. Smith examined new forms of industrialization, deindustrialization, regional decline, urbanization, geopolitics, nationalism and the rise of a new international division of labor in his book, *Uneven Development*. Smith argues that globalization processes “are not separate developments, but symptoms of a much deeper transformation in the geography of capitalism” [10]. Smith’s theoretical insights frame the contemporary understanding of Brazilian higher education’s interface with globalization. Smith’s ideas are all the more important given that most international education research is focused on solving practical problems and does not yield much to a broader conceptual and systemic relationship with global capitalism. Cardoso also alluded to this trend toward applied research: “the world has changed, the nature of Capital has changed, the nature of work has also changed” [9]. In terms of Brazilian higher education, the nature *and* funding of “work” changed in favor of applied research and S.T.E.M.

4. Innovating Brazilian Higher Education

While President Cardoso’s economic plan is recognized by many experts as the foundation of Brazil’s current
success as a BRICS country, there is current discord within the Brazilian higher education community about the unintended consequences of rapid economic restructuring on the federal university system. The nation-wide strike of federal university professors in 2012 reflected this discontent. The strike was in direct response to external market forces that served as a driving force in educational policy under presidents Lula and Rousseff. Like Cardoso, Lula and Rousseff originated in the political left and received wide support from intellectuals in the Brazilian academic community. Lula and Rousseff furthermore continued Cardoso’s economic agenda and acknowledged that the competitiveness of the Brazilian economy no longer depended on a five-hundred year tradition of natural resource exports but instead must move into S.T.E.M. research and related spin-off industries. Their support of applied sciences over other traditional social sciences and humanities altered a decades-long academic culture of egalitarianism into one of disproportionate funding and S.T.E.M. favored supply-demand competition.

Brazilian higher education’s move to a supply-sided economics culture can be observed in three stages. Stage 1 (1994-2002) began with Cardoso’s post-dictatorship institutional economic reforms. Phase 2 (2003-2012) correlated with Lula’s national economic plans to transform the Brazilian national economy into a BRICS power, which required the expansion of the middle-class, improvements in literacy and malnutrition among the low-income, and expanded university enrollments. Phase 2 also bore witness to the growth of new forms of higher education, such as the Support Program for the Restructuring and Expansion of Federal Universities (REUNI), distance learning, the Open University of Brazil, and other applied sciences—all of which received additional subsidies from Brasília.

The pressure for applied sciences to quickly produce research in a globally competitive arena also transformed the way in which academics from non-S.T.E.M. fields in the social sciences and humanities were to be assessed for programmatic and research funding. The culture of applying scientific knowledge to practical problems permeated the social sciences and humanities, threatening not only traditional epistemologies in areas like economics and philosophy, but also the essence of academic autonomy. Disproportionate funding for S.T.E.M. disciplines pressured social scientists and humanities researchers to compete for federal monies through work that reflected a more practical wisdom rather than one situated in theoretical paradigms. Phase 3 (2011-present) took the culture of applied science to a global platform with the federal government’s explicit intention to make Brazil a competitive economy based on S.T.E.M. innovation. Students and scholars were awarded through competitive scholarship programs, such as the BSMP, to study and/or research abroad with the intention to return with an expanded knowledge base for new forms of Brazilian innovation.

Table 1 demonstrates the degree to which S.T.E.M disciplines fare better than other social science, humanities, and the fine arts. This data reflects Brazil’s gradual focus on applied sciences over the past decade and additionally establishes a context for the BSMP. Table 2 demonstrates Brazil’s ranking in academic mobility to the United States, which was an outcome of the BSMP effort.

Table 1. Research funding for Brazilian scholars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge area</th>
<th>Investments in Ph.D. research (RS mil)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural sciences</td>
<td>14.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological sciences</td>
<td>16.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health sciences</td>
<td>8.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth sciences</td>
<td>14.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanities</td>
<td>12.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied social sciences</td>
<td>14.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>20.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistics, letters and arts</td>
<td>11.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All major areas</td>
<td>15.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Reprinted with permission from the Brazilian Ministry of Science and Technology’s National Council for Scientific and Technological Development [7].
Brazil has never ranked among the top ten countries that send foreign students to the United States (Brazil ranked 14th in 2012). According to data compiled by the IIE (Institute for International Education), 9029 Brazilian students studied in the United States during the 2012 calendar year [2]. This is an unprecedented number of Brazilians in the US given that in 2000 approximately 1000 Brazilians studied in American institutions. Both China and India ranked first and second place, respectively. The other BRICS cousin, Russia, ranks even lower than Brazil at 25th place (4805 students) [2].

The BSMP, while not the only channel through which Brazilian students enroll in the United States, was a significant contributor to the increase in enrollments. The BSMP has presented an aggressive agenda to send 100,000 undergraduate students abroad, with at least 50,000 students going to American campuses over the next five academic years (and ultimately send American undergraduates to study abroad in Brazil). The Brazilian federal government will support 75,000 students while the other 25,000 will be underwritten by endowments from the private sector. The IIE reports that in the 2014-2015 academic year 63% of BSMP students were in engineering, 13% in hard sciences, 7% in medical sciences, and the other 17% consisted of business, social sciences, and humanities [11].

When observed in a global context, it is evident that the BSMP is designed to strengthen Brazil’s ties with its other large Western Hemisphere partner, the United States, and other national economies in the core of the global political economy (e.g., the European Union, Australia, and South Korea). The mobility program also serves as a competitive means to better position Brazil against Asian economic contenders (China, India, and South Korea) as a preferred trading partner with the United States. Brazil’s relative geography, language, and Western cultural traditions are closer to that of US than its Asian peers, placing the South American giant in a favorable position to attract foreign direct investment, joint-ventures, and bilateral research and innovation in science and engineering (e.g., Petroleum) with North America and Europe.

Paradoxically, the Brazilian economy was insulated from the 2008 global economic crash and achieved economic growth rates of up to seven percent per year. By 2014, these growth rates slowed three percent but the federal government continued to sponsor 100,000 full scholarships for the BSMP as a means for national and foreign industries to hire young Brazilians after graduation. Despite the BSMP being popular with young Brazilians, the 2013 urban riots, for example, reflected students’ frustration over the rising costs of living, the rampant political corruption, and the federal subsidies to support the 2014 World Cup and the upcoming 2016 Olympic games. This spending was contradicted by the underfunded social and physical infrastructure endemic throughout the country. Dissatisfaction was realized by national labor strikes, turbulent street protests, and political controversy. Brazil’s global ambition of “order and progress” was essentially stymied by national disquiet.

Yet Brazil continued apace with its plans to reaffirm regional hegemony in Latin America and cement newer bilateral ties in the Pacific Rim, most notably with China. For example, Brazil’s co-sponsorship of the New Development Bank (NDB) in July 2014, whose backing consists of other BRICS members (Russia, India, China, and South Africa), will serve as an alternative to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and confirm Brazil’s leadership among other emerging economies. While China will contribute the majority of reserves, Brazil is expected to match India and Russia with $18 billion [12].

5. Post-Graduate Expansion in Brazil

Post-graduate education is another critical aspect of Brazil’s hegemonic ambitions. Brasilia, in-part, aims to accomplish this outcome through the National Plan for Postgraduate Programs (PNPG), which was launched in 2011. The PNPG is expected to operate through 2020 and has four explicit objectives: to assess post-graduate

### Table 2. Ranking of Brazilian student mobility to the US (Among the BRICS & South Korea).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>2010/12</th>
<th>2011/12</th>
<th>% of Total</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>157,558</td>
<td>194,029</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>103,895</td>
<td>100,270</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>73,351</td>
<td>72,295</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>8777</td>
<td>9029</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>4692</td>
<td>4805</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Reprinted with permission from IIE Open Doors [1].
programs, to increase student enrollments, to internationalize academic programs through student and faculty exchanges, and to establish a “practical epistemology” of applied research over theoretical investigation. Brasília expects the PNPG to heighten the country’s capacity to produce new forms of innovation and to attract more foreign direct investment (FDI).

The PNPG is a continuation of a long-term strategy to attract FDI, which grew from only a few million reais when the new currency was launch in 1994 to R$70 million in 2010 [13]. The expansion of FDI was in direct relationship with Cardoso’s economic reforms (Phase 1). FDI was weak for decades due to Brazil’s protectionist policies, hyperinflation, and bureaucratic heavy fascist (Vargas) and military regimes. The Plano Real in 1994 opened Brazil to the world economy but in order for FDI to increase, the country needed to be known as a place of S.T.E.M. innovation. The S.T.E.M. funded programs are an effort to establish an infrastructure for future capitalist investment and development.

CAPES (Coordination for the Improvement of Higher Education Teaching Personnel) is one such foundation within the Ministry of Higher Education that provides research grants to doctoral candidates, pre-doctoral short-term programs, and post-doctoral research scholars. CAPES was founded in 1951 but has more recently taken on strategic importance with student mobility and PPPs. CAPES is criticized by some Brazilian academics that its partnership with PPPS costs the system more than what is financially gained. In particular, critics fear that the marriage of higher education with corporate interests will erode academic autonomy, transform campuses into scientific marketplaces, and convert disciplines into commodities of different financial worth. If realized, these concerns would compel researchers to generate a faster turn-around of applied studies in order to be funded.

Private sponsorship of academic activity is a recent phenomenon in Brazil in contrast to the United States and other higher education markets in East Asia (e.g., South Korea). The cynical response, however, is not simply culture shock but a collective retort from voices in the social sciences, humanities, and the fine arts to the degree global capitalism has infiltrated Brazilian higher education. Brazilian opponents argue that the capitalist transformation of higher learning represents a clear shift from the classical Humboltian university, which shaped the philosophy of federal universities fifty years ago, to one framed by an “intellectual Taylorism”. Intellectual Taylorism replicates a business management method that emphasizes economic efficiency and quicker turn-around of profits, which translates into faster turn-around of applied research and results.

6. Synthesis

Brazilian higher education is now a part of global capitalism. The empirical data presented in this paper, when integrated with a critical political economy narrative, explain Brazilian higher education’s interface with neoliberalism and hegemonic rise. While all BRICS countries are considered political and economic allies, they nonetheless compete against one another for global prominence, economic development, and technical innovation. They interact with the world’s largest educational marketplace, the United States, which lies at the nexus of the global economy. The bilateral educational relations between Brazil and the United States consist of an important aspect to promote their hegemony in a multipolar world. English is now the international lingua franca of science, engineering, and business. Brazil’s ties with American universities through academic mobility are crucial if the country is to be an innovator in the neoliberal economy. This hegemonic strategy poses ramifications against the social sciences, the humanities, and fine arts while the S.T.E.M. disciplines emerge as clear winners.

There are advantages to Brazil’s global engagements. The BSMP, for example, offers tangible benefits to students, researchers, universities, and the Brazilian government. From a student’s perspective, the most obvious learning objective of the BSMP is the transformational change among Brazilian students who engage in meaningful intercultural exchange. Studying abroad is one of the most powerful experiences that a young adult can have during the formative years of her or his professional life. The potential for Brazilians to broaden their intellectual horizons while making lifelong friendships and professional connections is in many respects invaluable. Similar exchange benefits exist for tenured faculty within Brazilian federal universities. Yet there are pitfalls in Brazil’s long-term endeavors with international applied research and innovation. Disproportionate funding in favor of S.T.E.M. has generated low morale and frustration among the faculty, as observed in 2012’s national strike. Lower funding awards in the social sciences, humanities, and the fine arts could also impact new research on society, economics, and culture. The liberal arts play a critical role in a globally interconnected world given they shed light on the dimensions of interrelated peoples and cultures. S.T.E.M. cannot give a holistic explanation of our world.
Brazil’s ambition to expand applied research and S.T.E.M. innovation is also complicated by global, national, and local interests. The current dynamics of Brazilian university politics result from the external economic pressures to compete, produce, and generate results in a fast-paced knowledge-driven economy. There are also national political interests at play, most notably between Brazil and the United States. The launch of the BSMP was intentionally directed to serve both the interests of the Brazilian and American economies. The scholarship program was not exclusively rooted in the transformation of young adults’ lives through education abroad. The BSMP is instead a Brasilia-oriented economic stimulus package designed to boost S.T.E.M. related research, industry, and global prominence. The Brazilian government, along with private industry, intends to spend billions of reais (through taxes and PPPs) over the next few years to foster intellectual social capital and advance the infrastructure and innovation needs of a growing economy.

Brazil’s endeavor to have global prominence in “a post-American world”, to use Zakaria’s (2011) terminology, will require more than just funding thousands of Brazilian university students to study abroad for one year [14]. Brazil must find a way to absorb its returning talent into its national economy. Brazil is faced with the serious task of being able to provide its students with employment after their intercambio ends. Brazil’s national economy must be able to accommodate its returning students into formal employment if the country is to further its hegemonic agenda. With respect to Brazilian academic mobility, special attention must be given to the unintended consequences of broad-stroked S.T.E.M. scholarship schemes on other relevant disciplines in the social sciences, humanities, and arts.

There is also a direct market-related consequence among government agencies, private enterprise, and students with regard to perceiving the social sciences, humanities, and arts as having a lower “value” than those in the S.T.E.M. related disciplines. This socially constructed idea ultimately translates into the uneven funding of curricula, research, and salaries. Teixeira (1998) reminds us that academia is an indispensable institution inherent to society, without which individuals have no autonomy and are unable to think for themselves [15]. Hence, the liberal arts has a formative role in twenty-first century globalization and undermining them would be detrimental to Brazil’s social responsibilities, cultural morals, and artistic contributions at home and abroad.
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